On the Other Side: Book of Poems

This book is a collection of freshly written
poems derived from the deepest corners of
the poets mind. The search for answers to
existence and the meaning of life is ever
present in the flow of words, along with the
romance of seeking and finding love.
Enjoy this thought-provoking ride with the
poet as he continuously searches for the
truths to all facets of life.

Darin said: Along the lines of Shel Silverstein, The Other Side of the Door, by Jeff Moss has th To see what your
friends thought of this book, please sign up.On The Other Side Of The Eye has 30 ratings and 11 reviews. The first
book of Laotian American speculative poetry, taking its readers on a journey to theThe Other Side/El Otro Lado has 205
ratings and 8 reviews. Tristan This book was The Other Side is a nice sampling of Alvarezs autobiographical
poetry.The Other Side: Shorter Poems Paperback March 1, 2000. Angela Johnson (Author) This was an enjoyable and
excellent book to read and relating it to my growing up in the same little rural town.My first collection, The Other Side
of Ourselves, features fifty poems written between 20. It was published by Cormorant Books in April 2011. It wentShe
has also published two poetry collections (Homecoming and The Other side/El Otro Lado) and a collection of essays
(Something to Declare). Julia AlvarezThe winner of the Coretta Scott King Award for her novel, Toning the Sweep,
pays poetic tribute to an Alabama town on its way to extinction, as seen by aOutta my Mind: Poems from the Other Side
of Sanity [Armando DeMarchi] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Outta My Mind offers a stronglyLinda Estes
Strasburg began writing poetry to cope with a painful divorce and a difficult time in her life. At the age of 42, Linda,
who had never been employed,Decorated with blurred photographs from a family album, this touching collection
focuses on the denizens of Shorter, Ala., a town that is due to be leveledStill, what lies on the other side of this books
cover is more inanity than poetry. --Kathleen Whalin, formerly at Public Library of Columbus and Franklin County,In
his fifth book of poems, The Mother on the Other Side of the World, James Baker Hall revisits his dark childhood with a
spiritual maturity earned of lifelongThe Other Side has 40 ratings and 12 reviews. Morgan said: I sat down and read this
short (44 pages) book of poetry in about a half hour--not the ideal wIn his fifth book of poems, The Mother on the Other
Side of the World, James Baker Hall revisits his dark childhood with a spiritual maturity earned of lifelong: The Roar on
the Other Side: A Guide for Student Poets (9781885767660): Suzanne Underwood Rhodes: Books. For all its storied
past and lofty reputation, poetry is really just the art of noticing, naming, and comparing the stuffBryan Thao Worra is
the award-winning Laotian American author of several books of poetry including On the Other Side of the Eye,
BARROW, and Winter Ink.
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